Open Dialogue on zero-carbon Architecture with students and Phd Candidates
October 22nd, 2021 | 2.30 p.m.
Room 16B.1.1

Workshop Yasmeen Lari’s Humanitarian Architecture
September 6th - October 11th, 2021
Room 16.C.03 + LaborA

Reference Professor: Cassandra Cozza
Proposing Professors: Fabrizia Berlingieri, Emilia Corradi, Imma Forino
LaborA - physical and digital modelling laboratory:
Cecilia Bolognesi, Renato Aiminio, Francesca Montaldo
Tutors: Simone Balin (holograms and digital modelling), Filippo Oppimitti (virtual theatre, 3d printing), Sara Anna Sapone, Arianna Scaioli, Andrea Sogja (digital modelling)

With the support of:

For information and registration:
www.eventi.polimi.it
On the occasion of the ceremony to confer the Honorary Degree in Architecture – Laurea Magistrale ad honorem in Architettura e Ingegneria Edile-Architettura – upon Pakistani architect Yasmeen Lari, zero-carbon champion and advocate of the poorest of the poor, a number of events were planned: a workshop on her humanitarian architecture, meeting students participating in the workshop, publication and presentation of a monograph entitled Yasmeen Lari: An Architect. Workshop students made prototypes (digital reproductions and scale maquettes) of her best-known humanitarian projects to explore the study of vernacular – updated and enhanced – bamboo construction techniques. These prototypes are shown at LaborA, a physical and virtual modelling laboratory, on Politecnico di Milano’s new Architecture campus.

Ceremony to confer the Honorary Degree in Architecture – Laurea Magistrale ad honorem in Architettura e Ingegneria Edile-Architettura – upon Yasmeen Lari
October 20th, 2021 | 5 p.m.
Aula Rogers

Laudatio: Imma Forino
Lectio Magistralis: Yasmeen Lari
Motivation for conferment of the Honorary Degree in Architecture: Ilaria Valente
Diplomatio – Awarding of the Honorary Degree in Architecture: Donatella Sciuto
Honorary Degree Committee: Ilaria Valente, Imma Forino, Maria Cristina Giambruno, Manuela Grecchi, Raffaella Neri, Orsina Simona Pierini, Paola Pucci, Cinzia Talamo.

To attend in person register here
To attend online: live streaming

Meeting with the students participating in the Workshop
October 21st, 2021 | 11 a.m.
LaborA and adjacent open spaces

Architect Yasmeen Lari will meet the students participating in the Workshop on October 21 at 11 a.m. and visit the Exhibition of the physical and digital maquettes they have made at LaborA during the Workshop.

Presentation of the book Yasmeen Lari: An architect (Pearson Italia)
October 21st, 2021 | 12.15 p.m.
Spazio vetrato Trifoglio

Presentation: Oya Atalay Franck and Fulvio Irace
They will present the monograph Yasmeen Lari: An architect (Pearson Italia) written and published on the occasion of the conferment of the Honorary Degree in Architecture.
Authors: Fabrizia Berlingieri, Emilia Corradi, Cassandra Cozza, Imma Forino
Architect Yasmeen Lari and the authors will be present.

To attend in person register here
To attend online: live streaming

Exhibition of the physical and digital prototypes made during the Workshop Yasmeen Lari’s Humanitarian Architecture
Physical and digital maquettes will be exhibited in the open spaces next to LaborA and, by reservation, inside the Virtual Theatre and Rooms of the Holograms.
October 21st – 22nd LaborA

To visit on October 21st register here
To visit on October 22nd register here